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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF
STUDY

Introduction
Gunner Borg

introduced his perceptual scale to Ameri-

can scientists in 1967.

This 'Borg Scale' has gained con-

siderable attention in the cardiac rehabilitation area as a
psychological complement to physiological responses to exercise.

Also beta-blocking drugs are a widely accepted mea-

sure used to control the cardiac oxygen demand in post MI
patients.
The relationship between beta-blockade and perceived
exertion has received a minimal amount of attention in recent years, and it is this relationship in which the purpose
of this study is involved.

The pharmacological effects of

beta-blockers are numerous and will be explained in detail
in Chapter Two.

The main effect is to decrease the myocar-

dial oxygen demand by decreasing the heart rate and contractility.
These drugs are also known to have side effects on some
patients such as mental depression and muscle weakness,
which are obviously two factors which could alter a
patient's perceived exertion rating.

other relationships to be evaluated are the time to
termination, and the double pressure product of these two
groups of subjects.
Research in this area has been limited to normal
healthy people (Ekblom, Goldbarg, Kilbom, & Astrand, 1971; &
Davies & Sargeant, 1979); and to by-pass patients (Squires,
Rod, Pollock, & Foster, 1982).

Post MI patients may be af-

fected differently due to a possibility of greater damage to
the myocardium.

It has been shown by Turkulin (1977) that

MI patients perceive exertion higher than untrained subjects.
The implications of this study will not likely impact
on the administration of these drugs as they are considered
to decrease mortality in cardiac patients.
portant questions prevail:

However, two im-

1) Due to the depression of the

myocardium will the patient perceive the exercise more or
less difficult?; and 2)

Due to a decreased myocardial oxy-

gen demand will the MI patient on beta-blockers be able to
work longer even though the termination may occur at a lower
double pressure product?
The results of this study will be a good supplement to
the existing research in this area, and may bring about a
better understanding of post MI patients in the exercise
setting.

statement of Purpose
The purpose of the study was to evaluate whether the
rate of perceived exertion (RPE),

time to termination, and

double pressure product were affected in post MI patients
who were either on or not on beta-blocking drugs during a
phase III symptom-limited graded exercise test.

Hypotheses
Considering the clinical effects of beta-blocking drugs
it is hypothesized that they may also affect the post MI patient's RPE.

As stated earlier, these drugs decrease cardi-

ac oxygen demand by decreasing heart rate and contractility,
that is, by inhibiting sympathetic activity in the heart,
the oxygen demand of the myocardium is brought back into
proportion to the oxygen supply.

In this way, beta-blockers

may increase the exercise tolerance and therefore, increase
the work-output or length of time to termination of the exercise.
It is hypothesized that the BBL group of patients will
be able to work longer but will reach symptom-limited termination at a lower double pressure product.

The RPE of the

BBL group may also be affected because even though the
oxygen demand of the myocardium is decreased the oxygen
demand of the working muscles will remain the same.

Therefore, the RPE may be elevated when considering both
central and local factors.

In conclusion the hypotheses

are:
1.

The BBL group will be able to work longer but will
reach symptom-limited termination at a lower double
pressure product.

2.

The BBL group will have an elevated RPE compared to
the control group.

Delimitations
The major delimitation of this study is the fact that
it is a post test only design which will include a number of
variables between subjects.

In an attempt to control for

these variables each subject will be matched for age,
height, sex, fitness level, and type of MI (only transmural).

In order to conclude that any differences in raw data

were specifically caused by the drug, all testing procedures
must be similar.

Using a psychological scale will require

good explanation of how the subject should interpret their
subjective exertion because it is important to evaluate the
over-all sensation.

The mood and motivation level of the

subject will be important factors as well as the anxiety
level.

To control for these as much as possible it is

necessary to have the atmosphere relaxed and comfortable.

and to verbally motivate each subject equally.

Considering

these patients are in phase III rehabilitation the anxiety
levels about exercising should be somewhat decreased and a
familiarity with the 'Borg Scale' will improve the validity

Assumptions
For the purposes of this study the following assumptions have been accepted concerning the subject groups:
1.

A difference in the location of the MI will not be
significant as long as all are transmural.

2.

The effects of all beta-blocking agents is the same
in respect to the factors being considered.

3.

All patients are able to rationally perceive their
over-all sensation of exertion.

4.

Cardiac output is decreased by beta-blocking agents
during exercise in cardiac patients.

5.

The number of infarctions is not significantly impor
tant.

6.

There was no significant difference in anaerobic
threshold between the two groups.

Definitions
Gunner Borg:

A well-known psychological researcher who

first introduced and developed the rate of perceived exertion (RPE) scale to measure the subjective feeling of exertion during physical work.
Perceived Exertion:

A psycho-physical analysis of how

a person perceives the over-all sensations of fatigue during
exercise.
Borg Scale:

A 15-grade category scale, ranging from 6

to 20 with descriptive verbal anchors at every odd number.
Graded Exercise Test:

A test with a set protocol of an

increasing grade and/or speed.
Cardiac Output:

The amount of blood pumped per minute

by the heart, specifically, by the left ventricle.

Stroke

volume times heart rate is equal to the cardiac output (Q).
Myocardial Infarction (MI): An infarct or death to
tissue of the heart.
Beta-Blocking Drugs(BBL):

Drugs used to compete with

beta-adrenergic agonists for available beta receptors.
Double Pressure Product:

This measure is used to eval-

uate the amount of blood flow in the myocardium and is
simply the product of heart rate and systolic blood
pressure.
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Stroke Volume:

The amount of blood pumped by

the

heart, specifically the left ventricle, per stroke or beat
of the heart.
Electrocardiogram:

A recording of the electical acti-

vity of the heart.
Phase III Cardiac Rehabilitation:

A stage of rehabili-

tation 6-8 weeks post-infarction.
Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction:

The percentage of

end-diastolic volume expelled per beat from the left ventricle.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
The following review will investigate research involved
with perceived exertion, beta-blockade, and exercise of normal and cardiac subjects.

Numerous studies have been con-

ducted in the areas of both perceived exertion and betablockade.

However, literature concerning these two areas in

post MI patients was not found.
Perceived exertion will be reviewed to clarify the Borg
scale and the physiological and psychological factors involved with its use.

Beta-blockade literature is vast

therefore, studies concerning the hemodynamic properties of
these drugs as they may effect an exercising person have
been reviewed.

Few researchers have investigated the ef-

fects of beta-blockade on perceived exertion, therefore, an
attempt has been made to evaluate the studies which may justify this relationship.
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Perceived Exertion
Validation of Borg's Scale
The most widely used scale, based upon incidence in research reports, is the rating of perceived exertion (RPE)
scale developed by Gunner Borg in 1962

(0'Sullivan,1984).

This scale is a 15-point, graded scale of numbers ranging
from 6 to 20 with descriptive phrases appearing with each
odd number, (Table 1). The values of the scale were chosen
to be as close as possible to one-tenth of the corresponding
heart rate (60-200 beats/min).

It is accepted by most re-

searchers that HR and RPE are linearly related, however, the
one-tenth correspondence is not as well accepted.
The increased popularity of the RPE scale has prompted investigation of the validity and reliability of these measures. Borg (1962) has attempted to validate his scale on
the basis of heart rate (HR) and RPE correlation during
work.

High correlations between these variables (0.77-0.90)

have been reported (Borg,1962; Borg,1973; Borg & Linderholm,1970; and Kilbom,1971).

Although such correlations

were found others suspected that this relationship could be
caused by the experimental protocol.

Work intensity

increased in a step-wise manner and heart rate followed
linearly.

The question was asked, does RPE increase

linearly also, due to the subject's awareness of increased
work requirements?
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TABLE 1
BORG'S PERCEIVED EXERTION SCALE

RESPONSE

I

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

DESCRIPTORS

+

Very, very light
Very light
Fairly light
Somewhat hard
Hard
Very hard
Very, very hard

*from Borg (1973)

Skinner, Hustler, & Bergstinova (1973) found high
correlations (0.78-0.80) for RPE elicited from subjects performing randomly presented work intensities on a cycle ergometer.

It was concluded that the RPE scale was valid and

reliable owing to the fact that the subjects were capable of
adequately reproducing ratings and could also discriminate
between relatively small differences.

Stamford (1976) also

investigated the reliability of the Borg scale.

Fourteen
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sedentary females performed 6 repeated work tasks
distributed over 4 experimental sessions.

These tasks were

presented in random order and RPE responses were either elicited at regular intervals or once at the termination of exercise.

RPE responses were found to be highly reproducible

during all work tasks whether interval or terminal (0.90).
RPE demonstrated a strong relationship with HR and work intensity.

It was concluded that this scale offers a sensi-

tive and reliable measure of stress during exercise.

Physiological Factors
Since the pioneering work of Borg (1962) involving the
concept of a perceived exertion rating scale, numerous studies have been directed toward evaluation of the various
physiological 'cues' underlying the subjective perception of
effort.

Ekblom and Goldberg (1971) suggested an individu-

al's evaluation of perceived exertion during exercise is due
to at least two factors:
tral factor.

(1) a local factor, and (2) a cen-

The local factors involve feelings of strain

in the working muscles and joints which may be influenced by
the lactate concentration (Astrand & Rodahl,1970).

Central

factors include conscious and unconscious cues such as
ventilation (Ve), HR, and %V02.
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The bulk of Borg's early work involved cycle ergometry
exercise and showed high correlations of RPE and HR.

Other

studies have evaluated the RPE for different types of work.
Ekblom & Goldberg (1971) measured RPEs at given levels of
V02 and found the RPE responses were higher during arm work
than during leg work.

Also the RPE responses were higher

during cycling as compared to treadmill running.
modes of exercise lactate concentrations

In all

were analyzed and

were found to correlate higher with RPE than HR.

These con-

clusions led to the authors' proposal of the basic two-factor model.

Local Factors
Numerous studies support the local factor involvement
for exertional ratings during exercise

(Allen & Pan-

dolf,1977; Edwards, Melcher, Hesser, Wigerts, & Ekelund,
1972; Ekblom & Goldberg,1971; Gamberale,1972; Horstman, Morgan, Cymerman, & Stokes, 1979; Kay & Shephard, 1978; Stamford & Noble,1974; Cafarelli,1982; Pandolf & Noble,1973;
Pandolf, Burse, & Goldman,1975).

Several of these authors

believe the perceptual feedback arising from muscular stress
may be signalled from activity of proprioceptive sensations
(Cain,1973; Cain & Stevens,1971; Stamford & Noble,1974; and
Lollgen & Graham, 1980).
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Stamford & Noble (1974) found that when metabolic costs
were held relatively constant, the RPE differed significantly among pedalling rates for equivalent power outputs.

They

speculated that proprioceptive sensations such as Golgi tendon activity may provide important perceptual cues.

Pandolf

Sc Noble (1973) found equivalent results and support the local proprioceptor involvement.
It has been suggested that perceptual ratings reflect
the metabolic cost of work performance

(Morgan,1973).

A

number of studies (Allen & Pandolf,1977; Edwards et al.
1972; Ekblom & Goldbarg,1971; Gamberale,1972; and Pandolf et
al. 1972) imply a possible relationship between RPE and
blood lactate.

Correlations from 0.64 - 0.77 were found us-

ing different exercise modes and continuous and intermittent
work.

In dispute of these findings, Kay & Shephard (1969)

and Sargeant

& Davies(1973) measured lactate during cycling

experiments and found no significant relationship with RPE.
Kay & Shephard (1969) suggest "if lactate could be measured
in the vicinity of the muscle pain receptors, there might be
a significant relationship."

Sargeant & Davies (1973) state

that "plasma levels of lactic acid can hardly account for
the accurate perception of effort at low levels."

Lollgen &

Graham (1980) also dispute the significance of lactic acid
as an important sensory cue for the perception of exertion.
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Although these three studies dispute lactic acid's role,
they support the local factor concept owing to proprioceptive sensory input.
The purpose of this section is to critically examine
the literature to identify those physiological parameters
which are the most important cues for perception of effort.
These studies suggest that local factors,i.e., proprioceptive organs and lactic acid, may have important input related to the RPE during exercise.

Central Factors
A recent study by Robertson (1982) suggests that local
factors are the primary cues and that central factors act as
amplifiers that potentiate the local signals.

Central sig-

nals such as HR, Ve, and %V02 have been studied and related
to RPE.

Ventilatory sensations may account for those which

are consciously monitored, especially during cases of
breathlessness and dyspnea.

Horstman et al. (1975) have

proposed that 'local' factors provide the primary input at
low-to-moderate exercise intensities, but once the central
factors such as ventilatory discomfort become stressed they
dominate the over-all perception.

Edwards et al. (1972)

agrees that ventilation does not have a potent influence on
RPE at low metabolic levels, but suggests that as the
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metabolic rate increases, the intensity of the ventilatory
signals also increases.
Recent studies have questioned whether HR is a direct
central signal of exertion.

A linear relationship between

HR and RPE was not found when HR was manipulated pharmacologically (Ekblom & Goldberg,1971; Davies & Sargeant,1979;
Squires et al. 1982; and Tesch & Kaiser,1983).

In the study

by Ekblom & Goldberg (1971) fourteen sedentary males cycled
at progressively increasing exercise intensities to exhaustion under atropine, propranolol and control conditions.
HRs

At

of 125 bpm the RPE was lowest for the atropine group

(RPE=8), and highest for the propranolol group (RPE=15).
Davies & Sargeant (1979) reported similar results with subjects using treadmill walking and the same pharmacological
conditions.

Both studies found no significant differences

of RPE for a given level of V02 in the three groups.
Squires et al. (1982) evaluated the effects of propranolol on RPE and HR in post by-pass patients shortly after
surgery.

The HR was lower in the group with propranolol

when compared to the no-propranolol group (mean=12 bpm), but
RPE was the same at matched exercise intensities.

The

results of these studies suggest that HR is not the primary
cue for the over-all perception of effort.
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Tesch & Kaiser (1983) used a differentiated scale to
determine whether central or local factors dominated the RPE
after beta-blockade (BBL).

Thirteen trained cyclists were

evaluated during submaximal and maximal exercise.

During

submaximal work V02 decreased from 2.76 to 2.59 liters/min.,
and the HR decreased from

157 to 113 bpm after BBL.

As

well, the maximal V02 (MV02) decreased from 3.79 to 3.26
liters/min., and the maxHR was reduced from 192 to 142 bpm.
An interesting

finding was noted when comparing the 'local'

RPE with the 'central' RPE.

The local rating was higher

than the central rating after BBL in both submaximal and
maximal exercise.

However, during normal conditions (no

BBL) this difference did not occur.

This study also sug-

gests that the HR is not the major sensory cue, but that local fatigue may dominate the perception of exertion during
BBL.
Other authors have altered environmental conditions to
manipulate HR

(Gamberale,1977; Pandolf,1977; Henrikkson,

Knuttgen, & Binde-Peterson, 1972; Kamon, Pandolf, & Cafarelli, 1974; and Skinner, Hustler, Bertrinova, & Buskirk,
1973), and found the same conclusions suggesting that HR per
se, is not the primary cue for perceived exertion.
The use of a differentiated scale as used in Tesch &
Kaiser's (1983) study has been researched by various authors
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(Pandolf,1982; Borg,1982; 0'Sullivan,1984; Noble &
Borg,1983; Mihevic,1981; Kinsman & Weiser,1976; and Gillespie, McCarthy, Rose, & Robertson, 1979).

Kinsman & Weiser

(1976) developed an experimental model which allows comparison to the general over-all exertion.

This model describes

the levels of subjective reporting applicable to different
types of exercise and presents a basis for differentiated
ratings.

This type of rating uses the Borg scale with spe-

cific instructions to rate: (1) the local muscular sensations, (2) a central rating that involves sensations of the
cardio-pulmonary system, and (3) an over-all general rating
of exertion.

For the over-all rating the individuals are

told to integrate both local and central feelings together.
Mihevic (1981) suggests that by use of this differentiated
scale, multiple sensory inputs can be evaluated and compared
to the over-all rating.

Gillespie et al.

(1979) found that

during cycling exercise the local RPE dominated the sensory
process.

Three separate tests of constant power outputs and

randomly set pedalling rates of 40, 60, or 80 rpm were used.
The local RPE was higher than the over-all RPE while the
central rating was lower both at 60 and 80 rpm.

At 40 rpm

however, the RPE was highest for central factors.

HR, Ve,

and V02 were also higher at 40 rpm when compared to 60 and
80 rpm pedalling speeds.

Apparently, the integration of
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sensory input must be identified separately for activities
varying in type, intensity, and number of involved muscle
groups, as Ekblom & Goldbarg's (1972) study also suggests.
Noble Sc Borg (1983) investigated the relationship of
RPE using differentiation and some physiological variables.
Three RPE ratings were recorded each workstage on a cycle
for: (1) leg effort (LE), (2) leg pain (LP), and (3) cardiovascular effort (CE). HR and lactate concentration were
monitored and muscle fiber type was analyzed through muscle
biopsy.

All RPE ratings showed a positive acceleration with

increasing workload.

The lactate accumulation was a non-

linear increase and the HR response was linear as expected.
They found no significant difference in (CE) or (LE) at any
of the workloads but found (LP) to highly correlate with
lactate concentrations.

The percentage of slow-twitch fi-

bers showed that the subjects with the highest %ST fibers
rated the (LE) and (CE) significantly lower.

It was con-

cluded that a differentiated scale can identify fatigue associated with non-linear metabolic changes, i.e., lactate
metabolism and individual muscular differences.
Pandolf, Burse, & Goldman (1975) used leg weight
conditioning in 8 sedentary males and evaluated the effects
on central, local, and over-all RPEs
treadmill walking.

during cycling and

The authors found most RPEs

were lower
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after 6 weeks of training.

However, the central RPE was not

lower for cycling with training.

It was concluded that lo-

cal factors dominate exercise perception during cycling and
interfere with the central perceptions decreasing the perception of a training effect.

This information exemplifies

the importance of using the same mode of exercise in order
to accurately evaluate various responses.
Perceived exertion has been studied in relation to
aerobic power.

When RPE is correlated with V02 strong cor-

relations ranging from 0.76 - 0.97 have been found

(Tesch &

Kaiser,1983; Robertson,1982; Noble et al. 1973; and Horstman
et al.

1979) .

In Robertson's (1982) study for a fixed V02, RPE differed when compared between different conditions.

In con-

trast, RPE did not differ between conditions when expressed
as a function of %MV02, or relative V02.

Other studies have

suggested relative V02 correlates better than an absolute or
fixed V02 with RPE (Sidney & Shephard,1977; Smutok, Skrinar,
& Pandolf,1980; Borg & Linderholm,1967; and Noble & Borg,
1983).
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Perceived Exertion and Age
Several studies have investigated these relationships
in the elderly.

Borg & Linderholm (1967) studied a mixed

population with age ranges from 18-79 years.

It was ob-

served that the HR necessary to produce a given RPE decreased with age.

This change ran roughly parallel with the

decline in maxHR and MV02 with age.

When RPE was compared

to %MV02 in young and old no significant differences were
apparent.

It was concluded that the ratings of perceived

exertion provided a valid measure of relative V02.
Sidney & Shephard (1977) found RPE scores during cycling and treadmill exercise to be 2 or 3 units higher in
the elderly than in young adults.

They also studied the ef-

fects of different exercise modes and physical training on
RPE responses.

A 34-week training program was implemented

with 60-70 year old subjects.

The training consisted of en-

durance training using both cycle and treadmill exercise.
At the end of training, exercise HRs were markedly reduced
an average of 14-17 bpm, but RPE responses were not significantly reduced.

One possible explanation might be an al-

tered perception of physical activity by the elderly
(Shephard,1978).
Borg St Linderholm (1970) evaluated the RPE of patients
with coronary insufficiency, arterial hypertension, and
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vasoregulatory asthenia using cycle ergometer exercise.

The

results showed these patients rated exertion higher, and for
a given increase in HR they showed a greater increase in RPE
when compared to the control group.

The patients with coro-

nary insufficiency rated exertion higher than the hypertensive or asthenia patients.

The authors suggested that these

patients may rate the exertion higher due to their coronary
insufficiency and comparatively higher blood lactate concentrations.
Bar-Or, Skinner,^Buskirk, & Borg (1972) studied the
HR-RPE relationship and comparative RPEs of conditioned and
unconditioned men aging from 41-60 years.

Each of the 70

men had 2 or more characteristics of possible development of
coronary heart disease (CHD).

The authors concluded the

RPEs were closely related to HR and workload irrespective of
conditioning or CHD characteristics.
Gutman, Squires, Pollock, Foster, & Anholm (1981) studied the relationship between ratings of perceived exertion
and HR during a stress test and during regular exercise in
20 male patients following by-pass surgery.

Heart rates on

representative exercise days at two (tl) and eight (t2)
weeks after surgery were matched with similar HRs during a
symptom-limited graded stress test.

With HRs matched at 110

bpm (tl) and 121 bpm (t2), the RPE was approximately 12 in
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both the stress test and training.

This information

suggests with a training effect HR and MET levels may increase without an increase in RPE.

Also the RPE of 12 both

during the test and regular exercise for a matched HR, further validates the reliability of the Borg scale.

These re-

sults indicated that most cardiac patients were able to use
the RPE scale in a meaningful way to indicate subjective effort during both stress testing and exercise training.
Turkulin (1977) studied the RPE on patients 3-12 months
after the onset of myocardial infarction (MI). Two other
groups, untrained healthy subjects and sportsmen were compared.

The author found the RPE-workload relationship to

show a significantly high correlation, but MI patients' ratings were higher in relation to workload.

RPE and HR corre-

lated higher in the group of sportsmen and untrained subjects.

The lower correlation between RPE and HR in the MI

group was proposed to be due to a lower working capacity.
These results are similar to those found by Borg & Linderholm (1970) in patients with coronary insufficiency.

Psychological Factors
Morgan (1973) states that "perceived exertion is a psycho-biologic process used traditionally to monitor an individual's physiological responsivity and the interaction with
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psychometric variables."

Morgan studied 15 healthy college-

age subjects and found that extroverts tended to underestimate perceived exertion in comparison to introverts.

In a

study by Schlegel, Wellwood, Copps, Gruchow, & Sharratt
(1980) post infarction patients were divided into type A and
type B personality groups and the relationship of their RPEs
were evaluated.

Results indicated the type A post infarc-

tion patients did not suppress fatigue relative to type B
patients during cycle ergometer exercise.

However, type A

patients perceived daily activities less strenuous and reported fewer symptoms than type B patients.

An explanation

for these findings may involve the circumstances and setting
in which the tests were administered, i.e., a comprehensive
exercise rehabilitation program conducted
vironment.

in a hospital en-

Teaching and conditioning of the importance of

not ignoring any signals from the body were ongoing in the
rehabilitation setting.

Also a familiarity with using the

Borg scale may narrow the psychological input due to personality differences.

These findings reflect a positive effect

of the rehabilitative program.
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Beta-Blockade
Introduction
The amount of research in the area of beta-blockade is
enormous.

This review will be limited to the implications

of which beta-blocking drugs have on exercise.

However, a

general review of the pharmacological implications of betablockers is necessary for a more comprehensive analysis of
the physiological responses involved.

"The first section

will involve a pharmacological review including: (1) historical background, (2) pharmacodynamics, (3) pharmacokinetics,
and (4) clinical pharmacology.

The next section will review

the clinical indications of BBL including the physiological
responses during exercise.

In the third section, research

studies involving BBL and exercise with both cardiac patients and normal subjects will be reviewed.

Also studies

involving training effects during BBL will be evaluated. The
final section will include a review of the few studies which
involve BBL and perceived exertion.

A summary will attempt

to tie together the implications of each section in order to
support the need for the present study.
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Historical Background
The discovery of the concept of 'receptors' in connection with the sympathetic nervous system was the original
breakthrough which led to the development of beta-blocking
drugs (BBL).

Dale (1906) was the first to conceive the idea

of different receptors but it wasn't until Ahlquist's study
in 1948 that the receptor theory was actually developed.
Ahlquist (1948) studied the response of various tissues to
adrenaline, noradrenaline, and isoprenaline.

He explained

his results by suggesting that there existed 2 types of receptors (alpha & beta), for the catecholamines.

Catechola-

mines produce a variety of responses in many different organs and tissues.

Table 2 from Kendall (1981) shows which

organs contain which receptor(s) and what their actions are.
The data in this table make it possible to understand why
many different responses occur during beta-blockade.

As il-

lustrated in Table 2, there are two sub-types of beta receptors.

This concept was developed by Lands (1967) on the ba-

sis of differential responses to various beta-antagonists.
Betal receptors are those that mediate cardiac stimulation
and adipose lipolysis.

Beta2 receptors mediate vascular and

bronchial smooth muscle relaxation and glycogenolysis.

This

difference is in the affinity relationships for various beta
receptor agonists

in the effector organs.
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TABLE 2
ACTIONS OF BETA-ADRENERGIC RECEPTORS

Organs/Tissues

Receptor

1

t

-

Response

1

-

X
T

Heart

Bl

Blood vessels

alpha
B2

Increased rate 1
& contractilityl
Contraction
1
Dilation
1

Bronchi

B2

Relaxation

1

Skeletal muscle

B2

Tremor

1

Kidney

B1/B2

Renin release 1

Fat

B1/B2

Lipolysis

Liver

alpha/B2

GlycogenolysisSt 1
gluconeogenesis1

1

*modified from Kendall (1981)

The 'receptor theory' was investigated further by Black
& Stephenson (1962) who saw a possibility of developing a
drug to block the sympathetic activity in the heart to be
used in treating angina patients.
dichloroisoprenaline.

The first compound was

This drug was successful at blocking

the beta-receptors in the heart but it in itself had a
powerful stimulatory action and therefore was not suitable.
Black & Crowther (1964) used a modification of this compound
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which led to the first BBL drug, pronetholol.

This drug did

not gain popularity due to its carcinogenic potential (Epstein & Braunwald,1966) and further modification led to development of the drug propranolol, a popular drug today.

Pharmacodynamics
Beta-blocking agents compete with beta-adrenergic agonists for available beta receptor sites.

Table 3 summarizes

the commonly used BBL agents.

TABLE 3
BETA-BLOCKING DRUGS

+•

DRUG

1 Propranolol
1 Nadolol
1 Pindolol
1 Timolol
1 Metoprolol
1 Atenolol

Rx
Inderal
Visken
Blocadren
Lopressor
Tenormin

RECEPTOR
B1,B2
B1,B2
B1,B2
B1,B2
Bl
Bl

ISA
no
no
yes
no
no
no

1

4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*modified from Allen, Craven, Rosenbloom, & Sutton (1984)

An obvious difference between these drugs is whether or
not they block both Bl & B2 receptors.

Metoprolol and

atenolol are cardioselective and preferentially inhibit Bl
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receptors.

Nadolol, timolol, propranolol, and pindolol are

non-selective beta-antagonists meaning they have equal affinity for both Bl and B2 receptors.

Only pindolol possess-

es intrinsic sympathomimetic activity (ISA) or partial agonist activity.

ISA simply means in addition to causing

blockade, these drugs exert a degree of beta-receptor stimulation also.

In humans, ISA is manifested by a smaller re-

duction in "resting" heart rate and contractility than is
seen with drugs lacking ISA (Svendson, Hartling, & Trap-Jensen, 1979).

Clinical response to BBL at the Bl receptor

site in the heart includes slowing of sinus rate (HR), depression of AV conduction, decreased cardiac output at rest
and during exercise, reduction of systolic blood pressure
during exercise, general reduction of blood pressure at
rest, and a decrease in free fatty acid lipolysis.

B2 re-

ceptor blockade results in a decrease in glycogenolysis and
passive bronchial constriction in some patients; therefore,
cardioselective BBL is often used in patients with pulmonary
problems

(Zoth,1981).

Pharmacokinetics
The pharmacokinetic profile of BBL agents falls into
two broad categories;those that are metabolized by the liver
and have short half-lives (2-6 hrs), and those that are
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eliminated by the kidneys and have longer half-lives (6-24
hrs),(Shand,1983).

Metoprolol, timolol, and propranolol are

metabolized and usually require a twice daily dosage.

The

others are excreted unchanged in the urine and can sometimes
be given once daily.
Numerous reseachers have investigated and compared the
pharmacokinetic properties of various BBL drugs

(Evans &

Shand,1973; Coltart & Shand,1970; McDevitt & Shand,1975;
Chidsey et al. 1976; Shand,1976; and Nies & Shand,1975).
The disposition of BBL is unusually complicated and depends
upon the route and duration of administration.

Nies and

Shand (1975) found a 20-fold difference in plasma concentration at the end of the dosage interval in patients with the
same oral dose.

The intrinsic ability of the liver to me-

tabolize the drug was determined to cause the large variation.

Coltart & Shand (1970) studied the effect of differ-

ent doses of propranolol on exercise tachycardia.

A linear

relationship was found between blocked tachycardia and the
log of plasma propranolol concentration.

However, the pro-

pranolol level of blockade demonstrated a maximal attainable
level in the sense that an increased dose produced no
further decrease in HR at all exercise grades.

The authors

suggest a minimum dosage of 40-80 mg/day and an increase to
no more than 320 mg/day as a maximum limit.

The physician
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will usually test the end-dosage concentration and monitor
the clinical responses of the patient in order to obtain the
optimal dosage.

. Clinical Pharmacology
Cardioselectivity of BBL agents has gained attention in
recent research.

Because non-selective agents cause bron-

cho-spasm in some patients, a search was made for drugs
which could block Bl receptors and leave B2 receptors in the
bronchus free (Lands, Luduena, & Buzzo 1967).

Some success

was made with the development of acebutolol, metoprolol, and
atenolol.

There is some controversy whether absolute selec-

tivity is possible.

Carlsson, Ablad, & Brandstrom (1972)

have demonstrated that there are some B2 receptors in the
heart and conversely, some evidence of Bl receptors in the
lung was found by Barnett, Rugg, & Nahorski (1978).

It is

widely accepted that Bl receptors predominate in the tissue
of the heart and B2 in the lung tissue, but these differences in selectivity for B2 receptors are relative rather than
absolute.

Meaning, with higher doses of cardioselective

drugs, B2 receptor blockade becomes more evident.
In contrasting the effects of non-selective and
selective drugs, cardioselective agents are regarded as
energy-sparing and broncho-sparing.

The B2 receptors that
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mediate vasodilation are not. under neuronal control, but
normally respond to circulatory epinephrine (Shand,1983).
Therefore, the vascular-sparing effect may only be obvious
during a stress that produces epinephrine, but not when the
response is the result of neuronal stimulation, as during
exercise.

An example by Shand (1983) explains this concept

well; "The effects of both selective and non-selective
agents on the blood pressure response to exercise are the
same, presumably because vasodilation in skeletal muscle is
due to local metabolic effects rather than to B2 receptor
stimulation, whereas vasoconstriction in other beds results
from alpha-receptor activation."

The energy-sparing phenom-

enon of cardioselective BBL is probably not entirely due to
hemodynamic factors, but rather due to the fact that non-selective agents attenuate the rise in glucose through a decrease in muscle and liver glycogenolysis.

Metoprolol has

been shown to produce less obvious changes in glucose and
lactate, which was suggested as the biochemical basis for
the report that metoprolol is less fatiguing
al. 1981).

(Lundborg et

Deacon & Barnett (1976) found the rate of recov-

ery from hypoglycemia to be more prolonged after
non-selective than after selective blockade.

This may have

some implications since a main complaint from patients on
propranolol has been muscle fatique.
further research in this area.

Interest has prompted
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Lundborg et al. (1981) studied carbohydrate and lipid
metabolism and the capacity to do work using 6 healthy young
subjects.

A randomized double-blind design was used for 2

days with either placebo, a non-selective BBL (propranolol:80mg/d), or a cardioselective BBL (metoprolol:lOOmg/d).
On the 3rd day the subjects exercised for 30 minute periods
with 10 minute intervals until exhaustion.

The capacity to

perform exercise was decreased with all BBL agents.

How-

ever, the subjects were able to work longer on the cardioselective drug when compared to non-selective propranolol.
Blood glucose levels decreased during exercise irrespective
of the treatment, but attenuation occurred most rapidly on
propranolol.

It was concluded that BBL diminishes the capa-

city for prolonged submaximal exercise in part by decreasing
the availability of substrates to the working muscles.

Due

to the small subject population conclusive evidence for or
against selectivity can not be established.

Muscle glycoge-

nolysis appears to be a B2-mediated process and consequently, reduced glycogenolysis by BBL could contribute to muscle
fatigue.

Lundborg et al.

(1981) were uncertain whether

this factor is of major importance for the diminished
duration, since "exercise-induced" muscle glycogenolysis may
not be dependent on adrenergic receptors, as Shand (1983)
has suggested.
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Various authors have studied the hemodynamic responses
of selective and non-selective BBL during exercise
(Shanks,1976; Sklar et al. 1982; Woods, Linton, Kendall,
Furagher, & Grieve, 1979; and Svendsen

et al. 1979).

Sklar

et al. (1982) administered various dosages of propranolol
and metoprolol during a maximal GXT with various subjects.
They found propranolol to be 3 times more potent than metoprolol in attenuating HR, i.e.,150 mg metoprolol equals 50
mg of propranolol.

However, Woods et al. (1979) compared

metoprolol and propranolol and found no significant difference in the decrease of exercise-induced tachycardia.

Van-

Herwaarden, Binkhort, Fennis, & Van'Tlaar (1979) found similar results with these two drugs and is in agreement that
cardioselectivity has no relevance to a smaller decrease in
exercise-induced HR.
Svendson et al.

(1979) measured the change in cardiac

output (CO.) and HR in 31 healthy volunteers after intravenous administration of equipotent doses of propranolol,
atenolol, and pindolol.

They found no significant differ-

ences in C O . or HR between non-selective propranolol and
selective atenolol, and therefore concluded that
cardioselectivity is not responsible for these acute
changes.

However, the drug possessing ISA (pindolol) showed

a marked effect on resting C O . and HR, allowing less
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decrease.

Shanks (1976) agrees that ISA may lessen the

cardiac depressant effect at rest, but provides evidence
that during exercise neither cardioselectivity or ISA are
important factors.

A second study by Svendson et al. (1981)

has discovered similar results and is in agreement with
these authors.
The results of these studies leave some doubt as to the
effects of these different BBL at rest, but it may be safe
to expect similar results during exercise regardless of cardioselectivity and ISA.
Some patients complain of various side effects of BBL
medication.

Many long-term BBL studies have reported vari-

ous adverse effects which were the cause for the patients
who stopped taking the drug during the studies.

The compar-

ison of these effects occurring in different studies is difficult because of a number of factors, including use of different design features and types of patients (Friedman,
1983).

Various side effects have been reported from the use

of BBL agents by Petrie, Galloway, Webster, & Jeffers (1976)
and Zacharias (1976):

heart failure, bronchospasm, nausea,

diarrhea, insomnia, hallucinations, depression, muscular
weakness or fatigue, and cold extremities.

All of these

adverse effects can be a problem to the patient but muscle
fatigue may especially effect their exercise performance.
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The effect of depression as well could alter their perceived
exertion rating, as concluded by Morgan (1973).

Clinical Indications
After two decades since their discovery the therapeutic
use of BBL in angina pectoris, cardiac arrhythmias, and hypertension has been well established (Frishman & Silverman,1979).

The growing use of BBL in myocardial infarction

(MI) patients has become apparent very recently.

Much of

this interest is due to numerous studies which suggest an
improved prognosis during long-term treatment with BBL after
an MI.

A recent study by Bassan, Shaleve, & Eliakim (1984)

has reviewed the existing results from seven controlled trials of long-term BBL (Multicentre International Study,1975 &
1977; Baber, Wainwright, & Howitt,1980; Wilhelmsson, Vedin,
Tibbling, & Werko, 1974; Norwegian Multicentre Study,1981;
B-Blocker Heart Attack Trial Research Group, 1982; Hansteen,
Moinichen, & Lorensten,1982; and Julian, Prescott, Jackson,
& Szekely, 1982).
Bassan et al. (1984) critically examined the experimental designs of 24 studies and chose those whose
methodological criteria were satisfactory.

The data from

these seven studies were pooled and analyzed for statistical
significance.

There were 462 deaths in 6003 treated
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patients or a mortality rate of 1,1%,

The control group had

597 deaths in 5757 patients for a rate of 10.4%.

The magni-

tude of reduction in mortality rates with BBL treatment was
estimated at 26%.

The results showed a highly significant

treatment benefit ( p<.001).

This data also revealed a sim-

ilarly significant reduction in the rates of reinfarction
and sudden death ( p<.001).

These results are positive ones

but justify the need for further study of BBL agents.
Often MI patients have other diseases which either were
involved in the precipitation of the infarction or are a result of it.

Coronary heart disease (CHD), ischemia, hyper-

tension, and angina pectoris seem to be common among post MI
patients.

For this reason the MI patient may be treated

with BBL therapy for several reasons.
Various authors have studied the effects of BBL during
exercise on patients with 'exertional' angina

(Amsterdam,

Gorlin, & Wolfson, Frishman, et al. 1975; Dwyer, Wiener, &
Cox, 1968; Thandini, 1979; and Robinson, 1976).
Amsterdam, Gorlin, & Wolfson (1969) studied 95 CHD patients with exertional angina and found propranolol to be
highly effective with prolonged treatment.

Thandini &

Parker (1979) found the most significant increase in
exercise tolerance with the use of several types of BBL
during treadmill walking.

The other authors found similar

results in response to exercise.
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The use of BBL in hypertension patients is well
recognized to be effective in controlling blood pressure
(Lund-Johansen,1976), but there seems to be no consensus of
opinion on the mechanism(s).

It has been suggested that the

ability of BBL to reduce renin release is one of the mechanisms of which blood pressure is decreased (Pickering &
Case, 1982).

This area is under dispute among many authors

and therefore is yet unclear.

Trap-Jensen, Clausen, Noer,

Larsen, Kragsgaard, & Christensen (1976) have concluded that
propranolol at dosages from 160-320 mg/day is effective in
lowering both resting and exercise blood pressure.

They

have proposed that the decrease in contractility (negative
chronotropic & inotropic effects) which leads to decreased
cardiac output in the long-term may lead to the reduction of
blood pressure.
Many theories exist as to why BBL is helpful with some
anginal symptoms.

This disease is thought to occur when ox-

ygen demand exceeds supply, i.e., when coronary blood flow
is restricted by coronary atherosclerosis or ischemic tissue
(Prichard,1976).

Conditions which precipitate anginal at-

tack (exercise, stress, food, etc.) also cause an increase
in cardiac sympathetic

activity.

Therefore, it might be

expected that BBL could relieve some of the symptoms
(Black,1962) .

Four main factors (HR, systolic blood
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pressure, rate & rise of left ventricular pressure, and the
size of the left ventricle) contribute to the oxygen demand
of the left ventricle.

The decrease in systolic blood pres-

sure according to Starling's law of the heart, results in a
reduced forcefulness of the ventricular contraction and
therefore, a decreased oxygen demand.

The product of HR and

SBP is called the double pressure product and appears to be
the best index to predict the myocardial blood flow (Prichard, 1976; and Jorgensen, Kyuhyun, Wang, Gobel, Nelson, &
Taylor, 1973).

The reduction of HR effected by BBL has two

important beneficial effects: (1) a decrease in cardiac
work, reducing oxygen demand and, (2) the longer diastolic
filling time associated with slower heart rate allowing for
greater coronary perfusion time

(Wolfson & Gorlin,1969).

The potentially helpful effects seem to be of more benefit
in patients without extensive myocardial damage
son,1972).

(Harri-

Therefore, patients suffering from angina who

have had severe infarctions may not be successful candidates
for BBL.

Hemodynamic Responses
Beta-blockade is known to have significant effects on
circulatory responses to exercise in man.

Jorgensen

et al.

(1973) evaluated the hemodynamic effects of BBL and the
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ability of predicting myocardial blood flow (MBF) from the
measurement of HR & systolic blood pressure during BBL.
They exercised 9 healthy subjects using 3 different cycle
tests.

The 1st test was without BBL, the 2nd and 3rd tests

were after BBL.

At any given level of submaximal exercise

BBL produced a fall in HR, cardiac output, and V02.

They

suggested that a lower MBF and an increase in the amount of
oxygen extracted by the tissues (a-v02diff) compensated
somewhat because the fall in V02 was slight.

However, dur-

ing more intense work this compensation was not adequate and
a significant decrease in maxV02 was found.

It was conclud-

ed that the double pressure product (HR x SBP) is a good index of the heart's metabolic demands during normal exercise
even when the contractility is markedly altered by BBL.

The

results also demonstrated that propranolol causes a marked
decrease in myocardial blood flow in the heart, and at any
given cardiac load the attainable external workload was much
higher.

Similar results were found by other authors

(Wolf-

son & Gorlin,1969; Mueller & Ayers, 1976; and Hamer & Sowton,1965) which help to explain why BBL is a successful
treatment for angina in some patients.
There is very little controversy in the literature
about the physiological effects of BBL during exercise in
respect to the following depressive actions on:

HR, cardiac
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output, blood pressure, A-V conduction, contractility,
lipolysis, glycogenolysis, myocardial blood flow & oxygen
demand in both cardiac patients and normal subjects

(Cum-

mings & Carr,1966; McKenna, Corliss, Salvador, Zarnstorff,
Crumpton, & Rowe, 1966; Conway, Wheller, & Sannerstedt,
1971; Dehmer, 1981; MacFarlane, Farrance, & Hughson,1980;
Tesch & Kaiser,1983; Wilmore, et al. 1983; Harris, Schoenfeld & Weissler,1967; Ekblom, Goldbarg, Kilbom, & Astrand,
1972; Iskandrian, Hakki, Kane, & Segal, 1982; VanHerwaarden,
et al. 1979; Epstein, Robinson, Kahler, & Braunwald, 1965;
Astrom, 1968; Bruce, Hossack, Kusumi, & Clarke, 1979; and
Maksud, Coutts, Tristani, Dorchak, Barboriak, & Hamilton,
1972) .
The fact that BBL decreases all of these physiological
variables is the basis for the question: Will BBL alter
one's perceived exertion?

The review on perceived exertion

generally concluded that HR is not the main sensory cue involved in rating exertion, therefore it is doubtful that
this effect of BBL would alter RPE.

Other central factors

such as chest pain could alter the RPE.

The anti-anginal

benefits of BBL have been discussed and from this research
it is possible to hypothesize that those patients on BBL
would be less likely to incur anginal symptoms during
exercise than those not on BBL.

This hypothesis leads to
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the physiological effects of BBL on the working muscles
(local fatigue), as a possible key for alteration of RPE.
The direct effect of BBL on the skeletal muscle is not certain.

Shand (1983) explained that during exercise the

blockade of beta2 receptors was usually predominated by vasodilation due to "local metabolic effects" and a redistribution of blood flow to the working muscles.

This conclu-

sion leaves doubt as to whether the direct effects of BBL
will lead to any perceptual awareness.

Secondary effects

such as the amount of oxygen delivered to the muscles during
exercise may be another possibility.
The amount of oxygen (V02) can be measured by subtracting the amount of oxygen extracted from the total amount delivered, i.e.,V02 = cardaiac output - a-v02 diff.

The next

section will review studies which have measured V02 in normal subjects during BBL.

Normal Subjects and BBL
All of the following authors studied the effects of BBL
on normal subjects and found a significant decrease in HR,
cardiac output, and blood pressure during exercise.
However, some controversy exists concerning V02 during
submaximal and maximal work and the effect of BBL on working
capacity.

The following authors found a significant
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decrease in the subjects' maxV02: * MacFarlane, Farrance, &
Hughson, 1980; Harris, Weissler, & Brooks,1966; Wilmore ef
al. 1983; *Tesch & Kaiser,1983; *Pearson, Banks, & Patrick,1979; and Franciosa, Johnson, & Tobian,1980.

The au-

thors with an asterik also found a decrease in exercise capacity which varied from 8% to 22% decrease in total time.
The range of decrease in MV02 varied from 6% to 18% of oxygen consumed per kilogram of body weight.
Those studies which reported no significant change in
MV02 were Maksud et al. 1972; Reybrouk, Amery, & Billiet,
1977; and Ekblom

et al.

1972.

al. (1972) and Reybrouk et al.

Of these studies Ekblom et
(1977) found a significant

decrease in V02 at submaximal levels, but not at maximal
levels.

They both suggested that an increase in stroke vol-

ume and a-v02

difference were compensating during 'strenu-

ous exercise'.

Even though Ekblom et al. (1972) found no

change in MV02, a significant decrease in physical working
capacity was noted.

The disagreement among studies which

have shown decrements in working capacity with BBL and those
that have not, has not been resolved.

The study by Francio-

sa et al. (1980) may offer a possible partial answer.

They

found differential responses when comparing the type of BBL
used.

Oxyprenolol did not decrease exercise duration or

MV02, whereas propranolol use resulted in a 22% decrease in
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exercise duration, and a 17.7% decrease in MV02.

In all the

studies reporting decrements in MV02, propranolol was the
blocking agent used.

However, propranolol was also used in

the studies by Maksud et al.(1972) and Ekblom et al.(1972)
in which MV02 was unchanged.

It is possible that these stu-

dies reflect a dose-related response (Wilmore et al. 1983).
Other studies have investigated a possible benefit
through BBL in sportsmen, musicians, and speakers.

Such a

study by Videman, Sonck, & Janne (1979) reported a poor benefit ratio when using oxyprenolol with Olympic ski jumpers.
Nine jumpers were given 40 mg of the BBL and all had a significant decrease in HR; however, 6 of the 9 jumpers complained of numbness and fatigue in the legs after climbing
the tower.

Tyrer & Lader (1972), Granville-Grossman, &

Turner (1966), and Lish, Weikel, & Dungan (1965) all reported a benefit in the treatment of anxiety in musicians and
speakers.

Cardiac Patients and BBL
The clinical indications of BBL have been discussed
previously in studies involving angina and hypertension
patients.

The following studies have used cardiac patients

with diagnosed coronary heart disease (CHD) to determine the
effects of BBL during exercise Astrom,1968; Epstein,
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Robinson, Kahler, & Braunwald,1965; Iskiandrian, Hakki,
Kane, & Segal,1981 & 1982; and Bruce,et al. 1979.
Astrom (1968) used 5 healthy and 8 CHD subjects to assess the effects of BBL during exercise.

The expected ef-

fects of decreased HR, cardiac output, and systolic blood
pressure were reported.

An interesting finding of left ven-

tricular work demonstrated a 20% decrease in CHD patients,
and a 25% decrease in normals.

They found the abnormally

high diastolic filling pressure was slightly decreased with
BBL in CHD patients, but was increased in healthy subjects.
Iskandrian et al.

(1981) used radionuclide angiography to

assess hemodynamic changes during exercise in 24 CHD patients.

The CHD patients with a previous MI had a lower

ejection fraction and higher end-diastolic and end-systolic
volumes during exercise than those without an MI.

They con-

cluded that during exercise in normal subjects cardiac output was augmented by stroke volume and tachycardia, whereas
in patients with CHD it was mainly tachycardia.

Therefore,

the blockade of sympathetic receptors which mediate HR may
cause more of a decrease in cardiac output in CHD patients
than in normal subjects.
groups of CHD patients.

Iskandrian et al. (1982) studied 2
Group I consisted of 30 patients on

BBL and group 2 was used as a control (no BBL). Over 45% of
the patients in each of the groups were post MI.

They found
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that the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) did not
significantly change in the BBL group but there was a significant increase in the mean end-diastolic and end-systolic
volumes.

Other authors have found improvement of (LVEF)

with BBL therapy in CHD patients

(Marshall, Wisenburg,

Schebert, & Henze, 1981; Shubrooks, Zir, Dinsmore, & Hawthorne, 1975; and Battler, Ross, Slutsky, Pfisterer, Ashburn, & Froelicher, 1979).

However, Port, Frederick, Cobb,

& Jones (1980), Epstein et al. (1965), Marshall et al.
(1978), and Helfant, Herman, & Gorlin (1971) found a decrease in LVEF and increases in end-diastolic and systolic
volumes in CHD patients.
Jebavy, Resse, & Jandova (1979) also found a decrease
in LVEF in post MI patients with BBL therapy, but only during exercise.

These authors also suggest poor reliability

of using left ventricular end-diastolic pressure to evaluate
left ventricular function.

This method was used by several

of the authors who reported no change in LVEF.

There is

some controversy concerning the effect of BBL on LVEF but
considering the other cardio-depressant effects it may be
somewhat dependent upon the individual amount of ischemia in
the area of the left ventricle

(Port et al. 1980).
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BBL and Training Capacity

Various authors have attempted to determine the effect
of BBL on training capacity in normal subjects (Ewy et al.
1983; Pearson, Banks, & Patrick, 1979; Sklar et al. 1982;
Sable, Brammel, & Sheenan, 1982; Savin, Gordon, Kaplan, Hewitt, & Harrison, 1984; and Marsh, Hiatt, & Brammell, 1983),
or in CHD patients

(Pratt, Welton, Squires, Kirby, Hartung,

& Miller, 1981; Sanne, 1973; Maksud

et al. 1972; and Dres-

sendorfer. Smith, Gordon, & Timmis, 1984).
A recent study by Ewy

et al. (1983) tested 27 normal

college-age subjects while half were on BBL.

Two maximal

(pre) tests were conducted, a third under the influence of
propranolol, a fourth after 13 weeks of training while still
on BBL, and the fifth test was conducted 2 days post cessation of medication.
groups.

Increases in MV02 were attained in both

However, the 6.1% increase by the BBL group was

only manifest in the fifth test after removal of the BBL allowed increased sympathetic response to increase stroke volume and maximal cardiac output.

This study points to the

necessity of sympathetic response to show changes in
cardio-vascular adaption to training, theorizing that stroke
volume had attained its maximum capacity during BBL and that
the decreases of maxHR did not allow the heart to reach its
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maximal cardiac output increase from training.

Pollock &

Schmidt (1979) point to the need for an increase in stroke
volume to attain an increase in MV02, and that these changes
result from increased vascular flow and intrinsic myocardial
changes, not usually expected in CHD patients.
Sable et al. (1982) studied 17 normal college-age subjects before and after a five week training program.

Again

half were on BBL, but these authors found no change in V02
and only a slight increase in total time to exhaustion.

The

placebo group showed a significant increase in MV02 and also
treadmill time.

They concluded BBL attenuated aerobic con-

ditioning effects.

An important point which must be ad-

dressed when comparing these two potential differences in
findings, is the amount of time allotted to the training
program, i.e., 5-weeks versus 13-weeks in Ewy's study.
A recent study by Savin et al.(1984) tested 39 sedentary, normal subjects before and after training using propranolol as one of the drugs (dose ranges: 160-320 mg/day).
It was concluded that cardiovascular training effects can be
produced despite substantial BBL.

The measurements such as

resting HR, submaximal HR, peak V02, and peak lactate were
taken pre and post while the subjects were not on the drug.
The important aspect of this research is not how BBL
effects normal people.

Rather cardiac patients are the
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actual ones taking BBL medication on a long-term basis.
Dressendorfer et al. (1984) used MI and bypass patients to
measure the training effects during BBL.

The patients were

in phase II cardiac rehabilitation and exercised 30 to 40
minutes at 60-80% of initial MV02, two times per week.

A

post test was given 4 weeks into their training program and
significant increases in MV02 were found (19%).

It was con-

cluded that the magnitude of increase in MV02 was similar in
patients on BBL with those not on BBL therapy.

Pratt et al.

(1981) divided 35 CHD patients into 3 different groups:
a control, (2) moderate BBL, and (3) heavy-dose BBL.

(1)

After

a 3 month walk-jog program at 70-85% of maximum pre-training
HR, the results showed V02 increases of 26%-group 1;
30%-group 2; and 46%- group 3.

However, the double-product

remained unchanged post-training in each group.

As no in-

crease in double-product was achieved it can be assumed that
the increase in V02 was due to peripheral adaptations,
i.e.,shunting of blood flow to the working muscles, and/or
an increased a-v02 difference.
Sanne (1973) used only transmural-anterior MI patients
in a BBL training program and found a 17% increase in MV02,
and also with no change in the double-product.
It can not conclusively be said that BBL will have no
attenuating effect on the exercising cardiac patient's
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training response, but the evidence of positive responses
during chronic BBL are promising.

BBL and Perceived Exertion During
Exercise
Five studies were found which evaluated the effect of
BBL on perceived exertion during exercise: Squires, Rod,
Pollock, & Foster,1982; Ekblom & Goldbarg,1971; Pearson,
Banks, & Patrick,1979; Davies & Sargeant,1979; and Tesch &
Kaiser,1983.
Pearson et al. (1979) used normal subjects to study the
effects of BBL during exercise.

They evaluated the effects

on V02, HR, cardiac output, work-output, and RPE.
decreased by both drugs but not by placebo.

V02 was

Exercise HR and

cardiac output were equivalently decreased in both BBL
groups.

This was the only study which found a significant

increase in RPE during BBL.

The perceived exertion ratings

in both BBL groups were increased by a mean of 0.73 scale
units when compared to the controls.

Therefore, the au-

thors' hypothesis that a cardioselective BBL would cause
less perceptual fatigue was not supported by the findings.
The work-output (time to termination) was decreased in both
BBL groups also, by 18% with propranolol and 11% with
metoprolol.
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Ekblom & Goldbarg (1971) evaluated the effects of BBL
and training on 19 healthy subject's RPE.

They found that

the BBL group's correlation between HR & RPE was altered.
The design did not include a pre and post BBL exercise test
therefore it was not reported whether or not BBL changed the
RPE.
Davies & Sargeant (1979) tested the effects of atropine
and practolol on the perception of exertion in normal subjects during treadmill exercise.

The RPE was lowest at a

given HR in the atropine group, but no significant differences in RPE for a given V02 were found.

They concluded

that pharmacological manipulation does alter the RPE-HR
relationship but does not alter the RPE relative to V02.
Tesch & Kaiser (1983) used 13 trained cyclists to evaluate local and central RPEs during BBL.

They found the lo-

cal RPE was higher than the central RPE during both submaximal and maximal exercise with BBL.
apparent without BBL.

This difference was not

The authors concluded that HR was not

the main sensory cue used to determine RPE, but that local
fatigue dominated the rating of perceived exertion during
BBL.
Squires et al. (1982) studied the effects of BBL on
RPE, HR, and systolic blood pressure during GXT on a
treadmill using by-pass patients soon after surgery (mean of
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11.1 days).

Fifty-four patients were in the no-BBL group

and 22 patients were on BBL.

The systolic blood pressures

were decreased in the BBL group.

However, at matched exer-

cise intensities the RPE was not significantly different between the groups.

Summary
Beta-blockade has grown as a pharmacological therapy
for patients with cardiac problems.

Its use in angina and

hypertensive patients has been well established.

Recently,

long-term studies have been conducted to determine the effect of BBL on mortality in post MI patients.

Bassan (1984)

pooled together results from seven of the most well-designed
studies.

The reduction in deaths in those on BBL was sig-

nificant (26%) when compared to the controls without BBL.
This information has resulted in an increase in the use of
BBL in post MI patients.

Patients who have survived an MI

are often prescribed BBL drugs for various reasons, such as
control of angina, and hypertension.

BBL has been shown to

increase exercise tolerance in angina patients by Thandani
(1979) and many others.

The mechanism involved is

postulated to be due to the decrease of oxygen demand by the
heart because of the decreased heart rate, and contractility
etc., produced by the BBL.

The benefit of BBL in exercise
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may be dependent on the original capacity of the individual.
In normal subjects BBL has been shown to decrease exercise
capacity.
The physiological effects of BBL are many.

The normal

responses of beta-adrenergic stimulation have been outlined
in TABLE 2.

Those effects which may relate to an exercising

person have been researched by many authors but there is
some controversy among the findings.
effects include:

The cardio-depressant

decreased heart rate, cardiac output,

blood pressure, A-V conduction rate, and contractility.
These effects have been widely documented in the literature
as a direct effect of beta-1 blockade.

The secondary ef-

fects are those which leave some question as to how they may
effect the exercising cardiac patient.

The secondary ef-

fects on V02 both during submaximal and maximal exercise,
and on a-v02

difference have gained much attention among

researchers.

Various studies have used both normal and car-

diac patients to research the effect of BBL on these physiological variables.

No conclusive statement can be made con-

cerning V02, but many studies have found V02max to be
decreased by BBL.

The amount of oxygen delivered to the

working muscles (V02) can be determined by subtracting the
a-v02

difference from the cardiac output.

Since cardiac

output is decreased by BBL the only compensation is from the
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amount of oxygen extracted by the tissues (a-v02

diff).

it

is widely accepted that lactate, which is formed when an oxygen deficit is developed plays a role in the precipitation
of muscular fatigue (Astrand & Rodahl,1977).

The rating of

perceived exertion (RPE) has been shown to correlate highly
with lactate levels.

It may be a secondary effect of BBL

which can cause elevated lactate levels and therefore also
increase the RPE for a given amount of work.
Another area of research concerning BBL are studies
evaluating the hemodynamic effects of various types of betablockers.

Again, there is some controversy in this issue

about whether or not cardioselective agents are more beneficial than non-selective agents.

Cardioselective BBL may

have some implications especially with patients suffering
from pulmonary problems or asthma.

However, no conclusive

evidence suggests that a cardioselective drug such as metoprolol is better than non-selective propranolol.
Cardiac rehabilitation centers have become quite popular in recent years.

Most of these exercise programs use

Borg's RPE scale as a supplemental evaluation of exercise
tolerance.

This scale and the area of perceived exertion

have been involved in many research studies since its
development by Gunner Borg in 1962.

Some have attempted to

identify the physiological factors which alter the
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subjective perception of effort.

Ekblom & Goldbarg (1971)

developed a two-factor model including both local and central sensations which are considered to be involved in the
over-all rating of perceived exertion.
A consensus among most researchers has been reached
concerning the relationship of HR and RPE.

In normal sub-

jects a linear relationship exists between HR-RPE.

However,

when HR is manipulated either pharmacologically or by environmental conditions this relationship is no longer a linear
one

(Squires et al. 1982).
The Borg RPE scale has been validated by various au-

thors and a study by Gutman et al. (1981) concluded that
cardiac patients are capable of accurately rating their perceived exertion during exercise.

Astudy by Sidney & Shep-

hard (1977) revealed that elderly people perceived exercise
more difficult.

When comparing their RPE to the %V02max,

the differences were not significant between young and old
subjects.

Cardiac patients have been found to rate exertion

higher in comparison to normals by Borg & Linderholm (1970).
Specifically, MI patients rated exertion higher in a study
by Turkulin et al. (1977).

These findings are relatively

expected due to the difference in exercise capacities of
most cardiac patients.
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Research involving the effects of BBL on perceived
exertion has been limited.

Four studies were found which

evaluated this relationship in normal healthy subjects.

Of

these, two studies have shown some alteration of RPE between
subjects on BBL and the controls.

Pearson et al. (1979)

found RPE to be elevated by 0.73 scale units in the BBL
group.

Tesch & Kaiser (1983) found a difference in the lo-

cal RPE after BBL.

They reported that the local rating was

significantly higher than the central rating but only during
BBL.

These findings may have some implications which are

related to the present study.

Will those post MI patients

on BBL rate their perceived exertion higher due to local fatigue caused by the effects of the drug?
Squires et al. (1982) was the only research found which
studied the BBL-RPE relationship in cardiac patients.

They

tested by-pass patients soon (mean 11.1 days) after surgery
and found the RPE unaltered by BBL at matched exercise intensities.

This study was well designed but these results

are not conclusive.

No doubt exercise tolerance 11 days af-

ter revascularization surgery will be limited, and it can be
assumed that perceived exertion could be affected by many
factors other than BBL in such patients.
Considering the increase in the use of beta-blocking
drugs in post MI patients, further research is needed in
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order to better evaluate their benefits.

The perceptual

evaluation of those patients on BBL is a non-invasive method
which can be used in measuring the psycho-physical effects
of this medication.

There has been no research which has

attempted to study these effects in

post MI patients,

therefore justifying the present study.

It is doubtful that

the implications of these findings will have an effect on
whether BBL is continued or discontinued.

The important

question to be answered is whether or not these drugs cause
the perception of effort to be altered.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Introduction
The literature supports the statement that BBL attentuates HR, SBP, and cardiac output during exercise.

Due to

these physiological changes it has been hypothesized that
patients on BBL may perceive the stress during exercise differently than those who are not on the medication.

The ex-

perimental plan for this study was to compile and compare
the patient's perceived exertion rating, heart rate and
blood pressure response, and the time to termination during
a specific exercise protocol.

The purpose of this design

was to determine if BBL had a significant effect on these
three parameters.

This section will describe the subjects

who participated in the study, testing equipment and protocol used, study design, and statistical methodology.

Subjects
The 33 subjects were a minimum of 6 weeks post MI and
were divided into 2 groups:

BBL (n=18) and NOBBL (n=15).

The subjects were phase III rehabilitation patients from
Methodist Hopital or patients from Cardiology Assosiates.
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Subject Orientation
Prior to volunteering the potential subjects were given
an overview as to how the study would be conducted.

The pa-

tients at Methodist Hospital were asked to use the Bruce
protocol on the treadmill as a part of their regular exercise session.

It was explained that the test would be symp-

tom- limited, but that they were to exercise as long as they
could.

The patients from Cardiology Associates were tested

during a regularly scheduled stress test by their personal
cardiologist.

It was explained that the only additional in-

formation required by this study was the rating of perceived
exertion during the exercise.

These patients were also mo-

tivated to exercise as long as they could.

All subjects

were asked to read a consent form, and were orally briefed
on its contents and were asked to voluntarily sign it.

Next

they were instructed about the use of the Borg scale and of
the importance of rating the total subjective sensation of
effort.

The scale was placed on the wall in front of them

and each subject was asked to look at the scale (Table 1)
during the exercise test and to choose the number which corresponded to their over-all feeling.

Examples such as

ventilation and leg pain were given as factors to be
integrated into their over-all feeling of exertion.

They

were instructed not to attend to any 'one' sensation, but to
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rate the total feeling.

The Bruce protocol (Table 4) was

reviewed and it was explained to each subject that they were
to try to exercise as long as they could.

TABLE 4
BRUCE PROTOCOL

I STAGE
I

SPEED
mph

GRADE
%

DURATION
(mins)

V02
(ml/kg/min)

METS I
I

^

^

I I
I II
IIII
I IV
I V
I VI
IVII

1.7
2.5
3.4
4.2
5.0
5.5
6.0

10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%
22%

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

16.5
24.8
35.7
47.3
60.5
71.4
83.3

4.7
7.1
10.2
13.5
17.3
20.4
23.8

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

*adapted from Bruce, R.A.

(1971)

Experimental Equipment and Protocol
The testing apparatus used in this study included a
clinical diagnostic computerized treadmill, an ECG telemetry
device, blood pressure equipment, and a chart of the Borg
scale.

The Bruce protocol was used (Table 4 ) .

Pre-deter-

mined test termination criteria such as dyspnea and fatigue,
angina pectoris, ventricular tachycardia, arrhythmias, and
an inappropriate blood pressure response ( >10mmHg drop in
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systolic pressure) was included, as prescribed by the
American College of Sports Medicine.

Design
On the test date the subjects were prepared for ECG
placement and a resting ECG taken.

Heart rate was calculat-

ed from the ECG at rest and during exercise.

A resting

blood pressure was recorded before the exercise began.

The

subjects were asked to warm-up for several minutes by walking on the treadmill at 1.2 miles per hour.

At the start of

the exercise test a running clock began and the treadmill
was programmed to adjust to the first workstage.

During the

test, heart rate, blood pressure, and RPE were recorded
twice during each three minute stage.

These parameters were

recorded during the first minute of each stage and again
during the third minute of the same stage.

The subjects

were verbally motivated to continue but were told they could
stop the test when they felt it was necessary (symptom-limited) .
At the completion of data collection the subjects were
divided into two groups, a beta-blockade group and a control
group (no BBL). The data from each group was compared to
determine any significant differences.

The following

variables were compared: age, weight, estimated METS, time
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to termination, double pressure-product, and RPE.

A dosage

range of 40-360 mg/day was required in order to be included
in the BBL group.

No subject in the control group was re-

ceiving any type of BBL or calcium-channel blocking drug due
to their similar cardiac depressant action.

Statistical Methodology
An independent t-test was used to compare the means between the two groups on the following variables:

HR, double

pressure product, and the perceived exertion rating of the
two groups.

Due to the small sample size a .05 level of

confidence was used to determine if any significant differences existed between the two groups.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DISCUSSION OF
FINDINGS

Introduction
This chapter contains the procedures used for the analysis of the data and a discussion of the findings.

The pur-

pose of this study was to determine whether the rate of perceived exertion (RPE), double pressure product (DPP), and
the time to termination were affected by beta-blocking drugs
in post MI patients during a symptom-limited exercise test.
These measures were analyzed using a t-test to determine if
any significant changes occurred in these variables as a result of the beta-blocking drug.

Organization of the Data
The raw data were collected from 33 male volunteers and
are presented in Appendix A & B.

The RPE, HR, and SBP were

taken twice during each workstage, and the total time was
calculated at the end of each test.

In the cases that a

subject stopped the exercise test before the end of a
workstage, a final RPE, HR, SBP were recorded during the
last seconds.

The descriptive statistics of mean age,

weight, height, and METS are summarized in Table 5.
were estimated using the Bruce chart.
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METS
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TABLE 5
DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

I

BBL

I
I

NOBBL

_

I Mean AGE
I Range

^

53.05 (se 2.18 yrs)
33 yrs

55.2 (se 2.86 yrs)
41 yrs

167.02 (se 3.95 lbs)
72 lbs

173.86 (se 5.52 lbs)
97 lbs

68.41 (se .648 in)
10 in

68.73 (se .555 in)
8 in

9.08 (se .398 METS)
7 METS

9.03 (se .376 in)
5 METS

I
I Mean WT
I Range

I
I Mean HT
I Range

I
I Mean METS
I Range

Method of Analysis
The data were analyzed by an independent t-test.

The

following analyses were made:
1.

A comparison of the means of the total number of RPE
scores.

2.

A comparison of the means of the total number of
double pressure products.

3.

A comparison of the mean time to termination for each
group.

4.

A comparison of RPE scores matched for work stages.
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5.

A comparison of double pressure products matched for
work stages.

Findings
Comparison of Over-All RPE Scores
The mean values of the over-all RPE scores for the BBL
and NOBBL groups were 12.9 (se .323) and 12.6 (se .370), respectively.

The difference between these means were used to

calculate the t-value of .517, as presented in Table 6.
From this analysis it was found that there was no significant difference at the .05 level of confidence.

TABLE 6
OVER-ALL RPE SCORES

GROUP

N

MEAN

S.D.

130

12.9
(se=.323)

3.689

93

12.6
(se=.370)

3.571 I

+•

BBL
NOBBL

+•

+

4
MEAN DIFFERENCE = .3
DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 221
t-value = .517
(p = .617)
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Comparison of Over-All Double
Pressure Products
The mean values for the over-all double pressure products for the BBL and NOBBL groups were 12629.3 (se 240.8)
and 17925.4 (se 504.5), respectively.

The difference be-

tween the means was used to calculate the t-value of 10.327,
as presented in Table 7.

Both the mean HR and SBP were low-

er in the BBL group when compared to the NOBBL (BBL: HR=98.7
and SBP=127.5;

NOBBL: HR=137.5 SBP=139.3).

From this anal-

ysis a significant difference was found between the double
pressure products at the .05 level of confidence.

TABLE 7
OVER-ALL DOUBLE PRESSURE PRODUCTS

+•

GROUP
BBL
NOBBL

N

MEAN

S.ERROR

S.DEVIATION

130

12629.3

240.823

1
2745.80 I

93

17925.4

504.530

4865.49

4

+•

MEAN DIFFERENCE= 5296.1
DEGREES OF FREEDOM=221
t-value= 10.327 *
(p < .001)
* indicates a significant difference at the .05 level
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Comparison of Exercise Times
The mean values for the total time of the exercise test
for the BBL and NOBBL groups were 603.3 (se 17.944) seconds
and 526.7 (se 22.77) seconds, respectively.

The t-value of

2.678 was found to be significant at the .05 level of confidence, as presented in Table 8.

TABLE 8
OVER-ALL TIME OF EXERCISE

BBL

18

603.3 sec
(10.05 min)

17.94

S.DEVIATION
4
76.13

NOBBL

15

526.7 sec
(08.77 min)

22.77

88.22

GROUP

N

MEAN

S.ERROR

+•

4

+•

MEAN DIFFERENCE= 7 6.6 sec
DEGREES OF FREDDOM= 31
t-value= 2.678 *
(p = .011)
* Indicates significant difference at the .05 level
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Comparison of RPE Scores At Matched
Work Stages
A comparison of RPE scores matched for work stages is
presented in Table 9.

There were not enough subjects from

the NOBBL group to compare during minutes 10 and 12.
TABLE 9
MATCHED RPE SCORES

I

MINUTE

MEAN BBL

1

8.0 (se .420)

3

9.7 (se .482)

4

11.8 (se .489)

6

13.6 (se .522)

7

14.9 (se .469)

9

16.6 (se .522)

t-value

.129
(p=.897)
.964
(p=.343)
.815
(p=.421)
1.154
(p=.257)
1.100
(p=.280)
.975
(p=.338)

MEAN NOBBL

7.93 (se .300)
9.16 (se .354)
11.2 (se .418)
12.8 (se .434)
14.2 (se .359)
16.0 (se .352)

From this analysis no significant differences were found at
the .05 level of confidence.

^
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Comparison of Double Pressure
Products At Matched Work Stages
A comparison of double pressure products at matched
work stages is presented in Table 10.

TABLE 10
MATCHED DOUBLE PRESSURE PRODUCTS

MIN
1

MEAN BBL
9290.89 (se 234.7)

t-value
6.421*
(p<.001)

MEAN NOBBL
13223.5 (se 610.3)

3

10242.7 (se 252.8)

5.919*
(p<.001)

15232.5 (se 874.7)

4

11127.7 (se 205.8)

5.890*
(p<.001)

16397.3 (se 951.3)

6

12188.7 (se 236.4)

5.534*
(p<.001)

18729.0 (se 1266.9

7

13321.6 (se 245.5)

6.749*
(p<.001)

20449.9 (se 1120.9)

9

14674.9 (se 253.0)

8.212*
(p<.001)

21637.4 (se 874.7)

* Indicates a significant difference at the .05 level

From this analysis a significant difference was found at
every work stage measured at the .05 level of confidence.
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Summary of Findings
As a result of the t-test analyses of the data collected in this study, the following conclusions seem justified:
1.

There was no significant difference in the total RPE
scores when the BBL and NOBBL means were compared.

2.

There was a significant difference in the over-all
double pressure product means when comparing the two
groups.

3.

There was a significant difference between the two
groups in relation to the total time to termination
of the exercise test.

4.

At each work stage compared no significant differences were found between the two groups in the RPE
scores.

5.

At each work stage compared significant differences
were found between the two groups in double pressure
product measurements.

Discussion of Findings
The use of BBL drugs in post MI patients has grown in
recent years due to the reports by various researchers that
BBL can decrease mortality (Bassan, 1984).

The Borg RPE

scale is commonly used as a psychological complement to the
physiological stresses of exercise in cardiac patients.

The
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purpose of this study was to determine the affects of BBL on
RPE, double pressure product, and total time of exercise.
The variables controlled for were age, height, weight, and
METS.

Probably the most important variable between the sub-

jects was the fitness levels, which was evaluated by estimated METS.

The mean MET level for each group was extremely

close: 9.08-BBL and 9.03-NOBBL.

Due to the study design it

is impossible to rule out all other variables but it is very
positive that the MET levels were comparable between the
groups.
BBL is known to decrease HR, systolic blood pressure,
cardiac output, contractility, and the myocardial oxygen demand (Wilmore, et al.

1983).

This study supported the nu-

merous reports in the literature that BBL decreases the
double pressure product during exercise.

Heart rate and

systolic blood pressure were both responsible for this decrease.

The mean HRs

were 98.7 for the BBL group and 137.5

for the NOBBL group, and similarly the SBP's were 127.5 and
139.5, respectively.
The exercise tolerance was evaluated in the subjects by
calculating the total time they were capable of working and
by recording their ratings of perceived exertion at
different levels of work intensity.

As hypothesized, the

BBL group worked significantly longer than the NOBBL group.
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Thandani (1979) and many others have suggested that BBL
increases exercise tolerance due to its effect on myocardial
oxygen consumption.

It is well accepted that the double

pressure product is a good index to determine myocardial oxygen consumption (Jorgensen

et al.

1973).

The findings

from this study found the BBL group to have a significantly
lower double pressure product and therefore, using the index
theory it could be safe to assume that the myocardial oxygen
consumption was also lower in this group.

Whether or not

this factor in itself, or a combination of other variables
is the reason for the increased tolerance can not be conclusively stated.

In no subject was chest pain a factor for

stopping the exercise test, so it can not be concluded that
the better balance between oxygen supply and demand due to
the BBL was the significant factor for increased exercise
tolerance.

For whatever reason, this finding is a positive

one in respect to the use of BBL in post MI patients.
Therefore, the hypothesis as stated can be accepted,
ie., the BBL group was able to work longer than the NOBBL
group but exercised at a lower double pressure product.
It was hypothesized that the BBL group would rate the
exertion during exercise higher than the NOBBL group.
hypothesis was not supported by the findings.

This

The raw data

indicated that the mean over-all RPE score was slightly

^2

higher in the BBL group but this difference was not
significant at the .05 level of confidence.
In the review of literature it was stated that two factors are involved in the rating of exertion, a local and a
central factor.

In a recent study by Robertson (1982) it

was suggested that local factors are the primary cues for
the perception and that the central factors (HR, ventilation) act as amplifiers

that

potentiate the local signals.

Other researchers have evaluated the HR/RPE relationship and
have found non-linear relationships when the HRs
nipulated pharmacologically

were ma-

(Tesch & Kaiser, 1983).

The

basis for the hypothesis that the BBL group would rate the
exertion higher was based on the concept that a decreased
cardiac output and therefore, decreased blood and oxygen
supply could possibly cause earlier muscular fatigue and
similarly an increased RPE.
There are several possible reasons for the lack of this
finding:
1.

A compensatory shift of blood flow to the working
muscles.

2.

An increased arterio-venous oxygen difference.

3.

The protocol itself, owing to the increasing
treadmill grade.

•^3

4.

Failure of the majority of the subjects to reach high
work levels.
Both #1 and #2 may be compensatory reactions of the

working muscles with a lower oxygen supply in response to
the higher demand

(Shand, 1983).

The % grade

encountered

by all the subjects may have been the most limiting factor,
as a large percentage contributed their termination to lower
leg fatigue.

This may have been an over-riding factor in

relation to the

perception of local fatigue.

Sargeant and Davies (1973) stated that the local and
central factors may not be significant at low work levels.
Many of the subjects did not exercise to maximal capacity,
as cardiac patients seldom do.
The findings in this study regarding the RPE data are
consistent with those found by Squires et al.

(1982).

They

found no significant difference at matched work stages in
the RPE scores of coronary by-pass patients on BBL.

The im-

plications of these results suggest that BBL has positive
effects on the exercising post MI patient.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether the
rate of perceived exertion, time to termination, and the
double pressure product were affected in post MI patients
who were on BBL during a symptom-limited graded exercise
test.

The 33 subjects were a minimum of six weeks post MI

and were divided into two groups:

BBL (n=18) and NOBBL

(n=15).

Findings
An independent t-test was used to compare the mean values for the amount of time, RPE scores, and double pressure
products.

The RPE scores and double pressure products were

also evaluated by matched work stages.

The results indicat-

ed that there was no significant difference between neither
the over-all or matched RPE scores.

However, the findings

indicated a significant difference between both the amount
of time and the double pressure product.

The BBL group was

able to work longer, but their HR and SBP values were lower
at all work stages.

Both HR and SBP were significantly

reduced.
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Conclusions
The results of this study indicated that BBL did not
significantly alter the post MI patient's RPE.

However, the

other variables measured were found to be significantly different between the BBL and NOBBL groups.

The BBL group was

able to exercise significantly longer while at a lower
double pressure product.

Due to the study design and small

subject number it can not be conclusively stated that BBL
does not alter RPE.

Concerning the significantly increased

exercise tolerance these findings are a positive addition to
the literature concerning the use of BBL in post MI patients.

Recommendations for Subsequent
Studies
Other researchers interested in looking at the effects
of BBL on the exercising cardiac patient should consider the
following areas of study:
1.

The effects of BBL on cardiac patients during a maximal

2.

graded exercise test.

The physiological effects of BBL on MV02, cardiac
output, stroke volume, and arterio-venous oxygen
difference.
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3.

Measuring the effects of BBL using a cross-over
design in order to reduce the inter-subject variables
present in this study.
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APPENDIX A
RAW DATA BBL GROUP

SUBJECT
1

2

3

4

5

HR

SBP

74
81
82
96
104
114
84
97
95
100
110
124
138
138
73
86
90
92
99
106
118
83
88
94
101
107
117
131
89
85
96
98
104
107
120
134
136

122
130
130
132
134
138
130
140
138
138
130
130
140
140
120
120
120
120
124
130
134
124
124
130
128
130
140
140
110
118
118
110
110
120
130
130
130

DOUBLE PRODUCT
9028
10530
10660
12672
13936
15732
10920
13580
12160
13800
14300
16120
19320
19320
8760
10320
10800
11040
12276
13780
15812
10292
10912
12220
12928
13910
16380
18340
9790
10030
11328
10780
11440
12840
15600
17420
17680

92

RPE
6
7
10
13
14
16
10
10
12
13
15
17
18
20
8
9
11
12
14
16
18
7
11
14
14
15
16
16
7
8
10
11
12
14
15
16
18

93

SUBJECT

HR

SBP

6

11
81
93
99
109
115
70
11
82
92
100
108
114
61
89
97
98
107
114
128
136
76
73
76
77
81
88
93
97
84
84
96
102
111
115
122
127
79
83
90
96
98
106

118
120
120
120
124
124
120
120
122
128
130
130
130
110
112
120
140
140
140
138
150
122
122
152
152
148
166
168
168
118
132
132
138
132
152
156
164
142
146
146
152
154
158

7

8

9

10

11

DOUBLE PRODUCT
9086
9720
11160
11880
13516
14260
8400
9240
10004
11776
13000
14040
14820
6710
9968
11640
13720
14980
15960
17664
20400
9272
8906
9576
10164
11421
12848
14694
15326
9912
10248
11712
13056
14652
15180
16592
19558
8848
9628
11340
12672
14112
15688

RP
7
8
11
12
14
15
11
11
13
15
15
17
18
6
7
9
11
12
13
15
18
8
8
9
9
11
14
15
18
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
18
6
9
11
14
16
19

94
SUBJECT
12

13

14

15

.

16

17

HR

SBP

75
81
83
90
99
.104
74
79
83
91
102
111
117
121
82
86
88
94
101
112
115
90
89
101
102
109
117
121
131
77
81
94
97
108
114
73
77
85
93
96
103
114

130
144
144
158
164
150
118
120
120
128
128
128
130
130
120
120
122
124
124
128
130
122
122
126
126
126
128
140
140
118
120
122
122
124
126
116
120
118
122
122
130
130

DOUBLE PRODUCT
9750
11664
11952
13320
14256
15600
8732
9480
9960
11648
13056
14208
15210
15730
9840
10320
10736
11656
12524
14336
14950
10980
10858
12726
12852
13734
14976
16940
18340
9086
9720
11468
11834
13392
14364
8468
9240
10030
11346
11712
13390
14820

RPE
8
10
12
14
16
17
11
11
12
14
15
16
18
19
9
9
11
12
14
16
17
6
7
8
12
15
17
18
19
7
8
11
12
14
15
11
11
13
15
15
17
18

95
SUBJECT

HR

SBP

18

79
85
93
96
95
100
101
108

118
118
120
122
138
138
138
130

DOUBLE PRODUCT
9322
10030
11160
11712
12160
13800
13938
14040

RP
7
11
15
17
17
18
19
20

APPENDIX B
RAW DATA NOBBL GROUP

JECT

HR

SBP

1

94
96
104
110
120
130
99
104
111
127
135
141
106
111
115
121
139
147
153
161
102
104

130
160
160
160
174
184
122
122
128
130
130
132
126
128
130
130
134
138
138
142
128
128
130
148
150
150
128
130
136
142
142
150
130
143
140
130

2

3

4

lis

5

6

128
149
158
109
119
124
133
138
149
130
143
154
169

DOUBLE PRODUCT
12220
15360
16640
17600
20880
23920
12078
12688
14208
16510
17550
18612
13356
14208
14950
15730 .
18626
20286
21114
22862
13056
13312
14950
18944
22350
23700
13952
15470
16864
18886
19596
22350
16900
20449
21560
21970

96

RPE
7
11
12
13
15
18
9
9
11
14
15
16
7
7
9
11
12
13
15
17
11
12
14
16
17
18
8
11
13
15
16
18
8
11
14
16

97
SUBJECT
7

8

9
.

10

11

12

13

HR

SBP

112
120
124
133
138
144
161
168
116
125
139
147
157
177
97
105
109
122
139
153
160
99
99
103
113
108
115
106
104
109
116
125
137
161
133
150
161
175
178
91
98
100
107
145
150

130
132
138
140
144
150
156
160
130
170
170
174
180
170
100
104
106
110
110
110
110
120
138
134
150
140
158
128
128
130
140
138
150
170
136
148
148
188
168
114
132
134
136
164
162

DOUBLE PRODUCT

RPE

14560
15840
17112
18620
19872
21600
25116
26880
15080
21250
23630
25578
28260
30090
9700
13020
13734
15860
19460
21420
22400
11880
13662
13802
16950
15120
18170
13568
13312
14170
16240
17250
20550
27370
18088
22200
23828
32900
29904
10374
12936
13400
14552
23780
24300

8
9
10
12
14
16
18
19
9
12
14
16
16
18
8
10
12
13
14
16
17
6
7
9
11
12
13
7
8
12
13
14
17
18
7
7
11
14
17
8
9
9
10
13
15

98

SUBJECT

HR

SBP

DOUBLE PRODUCT

RP

14

80
85
92
98
115
128
96
101
106
115
118
120

126
128
136
140
140
146
141
138
138
146
148
148

10080
10880
12512
13720
16100
18688
13540
13938
14628
16790
17464
17760

8
12
14
16
17
19
8
11
13
15
17
19

15

